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some facts 
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introduction: IT-configured societies 

information society: IT is a critical part of its 
infrastructure (but not determine) -> IT shape and 
is shaped by society 
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technology as the instrumentation of 
human action 

action -> consequence 

our own actions (can throw a 10 lbs object; can’t fly, 
can’t climb or can’t seethrough) 

v.s. instrumentated actions with technology 

(switches, gun trigger, phone buttons, air planes, 
elevators, x-ray...) 

tech. changes what “able to do” -> infact “do” 
(automobile -> mobility, eyeglasses -> vision, 
thermostats -> temperature) 

some even incomprehensible before (genetically 
modified food, watching TV), same for IT (spam? 
searching web? blogging?) 
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technology as the instrumentation of 
human action 

IT instrumentation both on collective (performance 
monitoring) and individual level 

IT instrumentation –> advanced human actions 

1) humans -> agents of actions 

2) contribution of instrumentation on human’s actions 
(human action = technological action, e.g. John 
Stark wearing a tech suit) 
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cyborgs, robots and humans 

another theory 

critisism 1: 

actor-network theory (ANT), network actants are both 
computer programs and human, no priviledge on 
humans 

critisism 2: 

autonomity -> moral agents? moral bots and 
programs? -> uncontrollable? 

both critisisms are bordering technological 
determinism 

in fact; level of autonomy -> human choice 
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cyborgs, robots and humans 

human -> cyborgs (human-tech. combination) 

(replacement joints, heart monitor, mind-altering 
drugs) 

life interwined with tech. (electricity, medicine, 
industrial agriculture) 
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it is based on the Internet (variety, OSs), benefit 
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attributes of the web: decentralized, unique addresses, 
it is based on the Internet (variety, OSs), benefit 
(hard to oppress freedom of speech) v.s. harm 
(easing bullying, trolling) 

how we use the web?, shop, socialize, contribute & blog 
(wikipedia etc, 6,7M+ articles in English by 2020, 362k articles 
in Turkish by 2020, total 54M+ articles) 
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the www 

attributes of the web: decentralized, unique addresses, 
it is based on the Internet (variety, OSs), benefit 
(hard to oppress freedom of speech) v.s. harm 
(easing bullying, trolling) 

how we use the web?, shop, socialize, contribute & blog, learn 
(MIT Opencourseware program, 2500 courses online, 200+ 
universities collaborating worldwide – independent learning) 
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the www 

attributes of the web: decentralized, unique addresses, 
it is based on the Internet (variety, OSs), benefit 
(hard to oppress freedom of speech) v.s. harm 
(easing bullying, trolling)  

how we use the web?, shop, socialize, contribute & blog, learn, exploring 
roots, humanitarian incentives, virtual worlds (PC bangs, 10/hr day for 
to turn pro, “gold farmers” 12 hrs/day, 7 days/week -> $3k/month, 
also e-sports 
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the www 
too much govn control or too little? filtering rapidly increasing,  

inaccessible at Burma Cuba and North Korea, Saudi Arabia 
strict control blocking sites, China settles with all ISPs (filtering 
by ISPs), western nations different standards (Germany forbid 
neo-Nazi, US ease of political satire and esp. porno) 
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censorship 

history, most censorship by govn and religious 
institutions (Galileo Galilei), complicated with 
printing press 

direct censorship: govn monopolization (former Soviet 
Union), prepublication review (national security 
concerns, ruler reputation), licensing and 
registration (controlling media with limited 
bandwidth, radio and TV) 

self censorship: good relations with govn                
officials, mature content on late hours,                  
labeling -> “I agree” on the web 
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censorship 

challenges posed by the Internet: 

1)  many-to-many communication, harder to shut-down 

2)  dynamic, +millions of computers each year 

3)  huge, impossible to track as whole 

4)  global, outside the country? 

5)  hard to distinguish “child” and “adult” on the net 
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censorship 
Imanuel Kant (-) “Have courage to use your own reason.” 

John Stuart Mill (-)  

1)  silencing the voice of truth 

2)  silencing a degree of truth (nothing can be completely true or 
erroneous) 

3)  whole truth is can be only tested with clash of ideas 

4)  an opinion tested in free and open discourse is more likely to 
have a “vital effect on the character and conduct” 
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censorship 
John Stuart Mill also argues that lack of government censorship 

can also lead to harm 

principle of harm: “The only ground on which intervention is 
justified is to prevent harm to others; the individual’s own good 
is not a sufficient condition.” 
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three features of IT-configured societies 

1) global to many scope; sending msg to many, multi-directional 
(many-to-many) 
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the spam epidemic 

1994, Phoenix, lawyers, Laurence Canter, Martha 
Siegel, email, immigration services, 9000 
newsgroups, “An Ad(Gasp!) in Cyberspace”, new 
clients, do again 

2000 -> 8% spam, 2009 -> 90% spam, billions of 
dollar / year wasted, low cost -> about 100 times 
cheaper than traditional mail, company profits even 
if 1/100k of email recipients by the product 

most common: dictionary attack (AdamA@, AdamB@), 
if no bounce-back  -> mailing list  
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the spam epidemic 

spam spoofing -> “easy to do, difficult to trace, and impossible to 
prevent”, spam filters blocking 1+ billion messages/day, (Tufts 
Unv. 20$/month, hire for spam), spammers also buy spam 
screening sw and align themselves, body-text -> images (esp. 
porno), direct email moral! comm. must be two-way! 
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fighting spam 

proposed solutions to spam epidemic (for direct 
marketers to... 

1) require and explicit opt-in of subs. to email lists 

2) require labeling of email adv 

3) add a cost to every sent email (hijacking problem) 

4) ban unsolicitated email (like junk faxes in 1980s) 
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CAN SPAM Act of 2003 

US -> The Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited 
Pornography and Marketing (CAN SPAM), signed by 
Bush in Jan 1 2004 

emails sent by businesses categorized as: 

1) transactional or relationship email messages 

2) commercial email messages (to subscribed!) 

3) unsolicited commercial messages 

1- details must be given, no disguise 

2- clear opt-out, Internet-based opt-out mechanism, 
postal address of the sender 

3- 1+2+ a clear warning that it is an ADV, also if 
sexually explicit -> must also warn in subject 
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CAN SPAM Act of 2003 

critisism -> “You CAN spam ACT.” 

opt-out risky -> you’re there  

descriptive subject in spam -> 14,3% in 2004, 5,7% in 
2006 + outside US problem 

emergence of SPIM 

problem in design!!! 

About 55% spam e-mail 
traffic in 2020 
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three features of IT-configured societies 

2) distinctive identity conditions; “no one knows you’re a dog on the 
Internet”, NOT anonymity but you can also do that, (car, go hundred 
miles, grocery store, cash -> anonymity) 

 degree of anonymity -> linking information (credit card) 

 voting -> anonymity (removing links), electronic voting (worry about 
not counted) 

 distinctive identity elements: 

 1- mediation through a vast system                                                                  
– traces in IT 

 2- the range of identity conditions                                                    
available 

 tracking -> watching machine activity,                                                                                      
the gap between machine and human,                                           
who did that in fact? 
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breaking trust on the Internet 

idenity theft: millions of identity thefts in 2018 (many of them 
computer related), “phishing attack”, stereotypical victim -> 
elder person, not a computer savvy 

 fact -> avg. age 40, experienced computer users 
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breaking trust on the Internet 

chatroom & social media predators: similar to 
instant messaging, replaced telephone for youth 
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breaking trust on the Internet 

cyberbullying: sharply uprising between teenagers! 

Ghyslain Raza, 2002, high-school, the Star Wars kid, 
dropped out of school, immense theraphy, 2003 
family lawsuit for $250 k ended in settlement, 900M 
views by 2006, law student now 
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breaking trust on the Internet 

cyberbullying: sharply uprising between teenagers! 

you are a bad person and everbody hates you 

have a shitty rest of your life 

the world would be a better place without you 

she is a slut! 

she is fat! 

2006, 14 y.o. Megan Meier met 16 y.o. Josh Evans on 
myspace, after 4 weeks of flirting 
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cyberbullying: 
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false information: most open communication 
medium, never-to-be-published view, no reviews, 
quality problem, (moon landing etc.), traditional 
publishing has a review mechanism, Google billions 
pages, page rank mechanism through rubbish, 
linking votes by weight, ranking by quality) 
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breaking trust on the Internet 

false information: most open communication 
medium, never-to-be-published view, no reviews, 
quality problem, (moon landing etc.), traditional 
publishing has a review mechanism, Google billions 
pages, page rank mechanism through rubbish, 
linking votes by weight, ranking by quality) 

March 2009, Maurice Jarre, French composer, death 

“One could say my life itself has been one long soundtrack. Music 
was my life, music brought me to life, and music is how I will 
be remembered long after I leave this life. When I die there will 
be a final waltz playing in my head, that only I can hear,” in 
Wikipedia 

the Guardian, London Independent, BBC music 
magazine, Indian and Australian newspapers 
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breaking trust on the Internet 

In fact, Shane Fitzgerald, Irish final year undergrad 
student in sociology and economics at University 
College Dublin 
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getting a good spot on Google SERP (Search Engine 
Results Page) could mean a huge boost in the 
number of visitors (considering 92.31% market 
share, where Yahoo! has 2.51%, and Bing has 
2.24%) 

intelligent spiders and crawlers (e.g. can determine the 
difference between pages with actual contents and 
pages that redirect) 

keyword -> titles, heading etc. (over-using can also be 
disruptive) 
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PageRank 

150M active web sites on the internet 

getting a good spot on Google SERP (Search Engine 
Results Page) could mean a huge boost in the 
number of visitors (considering 92% market share) 

intelligent spiders and crawlers (e.g. can determine the 
difference between pages with actual contents and 
pages that redirect) 

keyword -> titles, heading etc. (over-using can also be 
disruptive) 

Google’s success most importantly                              
relies on its PageRank system 
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PageRank 

• rank/score to every result 

• #of web pages targeting that 
page (votes) 

• not all votes are equal 
(weighted-votes) 

• the more links a web-page 
sends out, the effect of its 
“votes” goes down 

• how long the site is operating 
(sandbox ~ 3-4 years) 

• strength of the domain name 

• some people claim that 
humans experts are behind 
those rankings <- but always 
denied 
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3) reproducibility 

copying -> 1-no loss of quality or value in 
reproduction, 2-no evidence 

endurance -> possibility of existing forever somewhere 

plagiarism 

three features of IT-configured societies 
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easier to plagiarize with IT, norms of education (“on 
their own” v.s. ease and possibility, turnitin dot com 
-> reliability, how about “hidden” web?, EFL skewed 
problem, student – teacher ~ doctor – patient 
(trust), plagiarism detection systems -> 
environment of mistrust, reconfiguration of 
education norms around IT? 

education and plagiarism detection 
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plagiarism 

plagiarism occurs when a writer deliberately uses 
someone else’s language, ideas, or other original 
(not common-knowledge) material without 
acknowledging its source, severe consequences 

easier to commit with IT v.s. easier to detect with IT 

1)  copy the words of another without both using quotation and 
citing 

2)  paraphrase the words of another without citing 

3)  incorporate figure and drawings of other without citing 

4)  include facts that are not common knowledge without citing 

5)  use another person’s ideas or theories without giving credit 
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common knowledge: Atatürk is the founder of republic 
of Turkey 

not-common knowledge: the percentage of college 
freshmen in the US interested in majoring in CS 
dropped by more than 60% between 2000 and 
2004. 
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plagiarism 

common knowledge: Atatürk is the founder of republic 
of Turkey 

not-common knowledge: the percentage of college 
freshmen in the US interested in majoring in CS 
dropped by more than 60% between 2000 and 
2004. 

plagiarism != misuse of sources (deliberateness) 
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virtual environments, RPG, avatar, CSGO, PUBG, Path of Exile, World of Warcraft, 
Second Life, Imvu etc... avatar -> identity (no relation to offline), 

 virtual event and virtual punishment -> real consequence?, 

 analogy   -> prevention -> sociotechnical system 

 avatar -> family emblem? shirt of your soccer club? 

avatar: “the embodied conception of the participant’s self through which she 
communicates with others in the community” (Wolfendale, 2007) 

IT-configured domains of life 
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Internet addiction 

addiction: any persistent, compulsive 
behavior that is harmful in long-term 
consequences 

up to 40-80 hrs/week on the Internet, 
individual sessions up to 20 hrs, test, 
“Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders”, societal harm by 
overuse, computer-engagement, 
similar role as alcohol and drugs 
(emotinal relief, mental escape, 
avoiding problems, etc.) 

typical Internet addict is addicted to a 
single application 
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Video game addiction 
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Internet addiction 

all ethical theories conclude that people use critical 
judgement for themselves. Peele, recovery: 

1- accept addiction hurting, wish to overcome 

2- feel enough benefit for managing withdrawal and 
life w/o addiction 

3- find sufficient alternative rewards to make life w/o 
addiction worthwhile 
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Internet addiction 

all ethical theories conclude that people use critical 
judgement for themselves. Peele, recovery: 

1- accept addiction hurting, wish to overcome 

2- feel enough benefit for managing withdrawal and 
life w/o addiction 

3- find sufficient alternative rewards to make life w/o 
addiction worthwhile 

an addict will not recover 
unless life without the 
addiction has sufficient 
rewards 
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ancient philosophical issue, “true” friendship online?, 
new friendship X maintaining friendship or 
increasing freq. of friendship, reproducibility issue 
again (keeping a record of gf’s chat messages), 

online-------------------------------------------offline 

friendship and social networking 
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IT, Internet -> democratic technologies? 

1- decentralization of power, 2- reproducibility (open source 
movement) 

what is democracy? -> political power should reside in the citizens 
of a nation rather than in a single person (monarcy, 
dictatorship) or a small group (oligarchy, aristocracy) 

Kantian, also utilitarian 

Internet for political campaigns 

democracy and the Internet 
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the arguments on behalf of many-to-many 

1) individuals produce and distribute info 

2) forums v.s. mass media (mediated differently) 

3) access to many more sources of info (decentralized) 

4) associations independent of geographic distances 

democracy and the Internet 
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the arguments on behalf of many-to-many 

1) individuals produce and distribute info 

2) forums v.s. mass media (mediated differently) 

3) access to many more sources of info (decentralized) 

4) associations independent of geographic distances 

democracy and the Internet 

is the Internet a democratic technology? 

above 4 justify? not all of Internet tech. democratic 
(search engines, cannot see algorithms), power to 
less powerful + new power to already powerful, 
“faster piping” debate, surveillance capacity of 
Internet, harmonization problem, many-to-many but 
not all-to-all yet!, not inherently democratic but STS 
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democracy and the Internet 
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topic, free speech guarantee for political in fact but 
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freedom of expression 

in US, most cherished and most controversial right, old 
topic, free speech guarantee for political in fact but 
also non-political actually, hard to make a distinction 

speech -> artistic expression, scientific expression, 
more than words  

court view -> freedom of speech must be balanced 
against public good, it is not an absolute right 
(cigarette adv. prohobition on TV, some cities zone 
adult bookstores because of lowering property and 
increasing crime, broadcasting -> very limited right 
compared to books because 1-it is uniquely 
pervasive and 2- uniquely accessible to children who 
even cannot read) 
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